Sports Plaza
A bike park is situated very close to the main entrance to the
Sports Plaza.
The main entrance to the Sports Plaza has double door entry
with a wide lobby between the two sets of manually operated
doors.
The Hotel Reception is the closest location to the outdoor
tennis courts.
All areas of the Sports Plaza are at ground floor level.
Toilets
Accessible toilets are available at ground floor level within the
Sports Plaza adjacent to the aerobics studio and table tennis
areas.
Changing Facilities includes Changing Places
Accessible changing facilities are available within the Sports
Plaza located close to the aerobics studio. These are
communal facilities, with individual adapted shower. This is as
per the changing places specifications.
Induction Hearing Loops – A portable Induction loop is
available for use throughout the Sports Plaza. It is located at
the Leisure Booking desk.
Leisure Booking Lounge
A lowered counter is provided at the Leisure Booking Lounge.
Squash – there is level access to the squash courts and
viewing area.

Gym – Access to the gym is level with a numerical code lock
security code controlled access. Any member of staff will
provide assistance to use the push pad. The gym houses
standard gym equipment. Please ring 08448 26 7708 if you
require any further information to establish if the gym will be
suitable for you. Center Parcs does not provide free weights.
Roller rink
There is level access to the Roller rink. Guest will need a high
degree of mobility to participate in this activity and the ability to
understand the safety instructions. Personal protective
equipment is provided.
Bowling Lanes
The bowling lane area has level access. Ball ramps are
provided.
The lighting levels are subdued with some UV lighting effects.
The area has background music.
Pool Area
The Pool area has level access.
The area has a lively atmosphere with background music and
TV screens showing sporting events.
House of Games
Both areas have level access. House of Games also has
background music. Some of the machines, have flashing lights
and sound effects.
External Tennis Courts
This has level access.

